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Because of the need for development and competition, in recent years most
banks and other financial institutions in China develop supply chain finance
business which facilities the development of small and medium-sized enterprises.
The supply chain finance services can be divided to bank management and non-
bank management. The representations of bank group, ICBC, Postal Save Bank
and Ping An Bank develop supply chain finance rapidly with lot of customer
resources. The representations of non-bank group, Chengtun Mining, Xiamen
C&D, and ETERNAL ASIA develop supply chain finance with their professional
advantages in industry, logistics commodity, information and limited funding.
During several years development in non-ferrous metal industry with more urgent
for supply chain finance, industry structure has got improvement and
optimization,and gradually formed a completed industry chain from mining,
smelting and metal processing. However,the development of the non-ferrous
metal supply chain finance business contributed to various factors. This paper
supplies several methods such as introducing related theories , collecting,
collating and reading documents, researching at enterprises,uses the related
theories of supply chain finance and business models ,and focuses on analyze
the platform environment, the roof environment, the customers environment and
the Partnership environment about the business models of supply chain finance in
Chengtun.With further analysis of the value proposition, the value support and the
value maintenance, this paper supplies SWOT methods to analyze its advantages
and disadvantages about business models. Meanwhile, combining the present
opportunities and challenges, this paper also supplies analysis method of
business model innovation to present at this stage in the development of
recommendations for improvement, which will have a certain guiding significance
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